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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



The RC 4000 Nucleus



Main Goal
and Overall Structure

Allow for many different “operating systems”

I.e., resource management policies

Separate system into minimal nucleus and 
hierarchically nested policy implementations

Nucleus provides support for concurrent execution of 
programs and their interaction

Policies take care of scheduling and swapping



Process as Main Abstraction

Two kinds of processes

Internal: Execution of a program

External: Input/output from/to peripheral device

Common interface

Unique name per process

Message passing for communication



Operations

Communication

Send/wait message & send/wait answer

Send is asynchronous (!)

Backed by buffers and queues in nucleus

Creation

Internal: Assign name to memory region

External: Assign name to device

Start & stop process

Destruction



Process Hierarchy
Parent provides memory, controls execution

Nucleus

Schedules active processes round-robin

Supports communication between arbitrary processes

and the corresponding storage allocation on the right. This 

family tree of processes can be extended to any level, sub- 

ject only to a limitation of the total number of processes. 

In  this multiprogramming system, all privileged func- 

tions are implemented in the system nucleus, which has no 

built-in strategy. Strategies can be introduced at the var- 

ious higher levels, where each process has the power to 

control the scheduling and resource allocation of its 

children. The only rules enforced by the nucleus are the 

following: a process can only allocate a subset of its own 

resources (including storage and message buffers) to its 

children; a process can only start, stop, and remove its own 

children (including their descendants). After removal of a 

process, its resources are returned to the parent  process. 
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Initially all system resources are owned by the basic 

operating system S. For details of process control and re- 

source allocation, the reader should consult the manual of 

the system [1]. 

We emphasize that  the only function of the family tree 

is to define the rules of process control and resource alloca- 

tion. Computing time is shared by round-robin scheduling 

among active processes regardless of their position in the 

hierarchy, and each process can communicate with all 

other processes. 

Regarding the future development of operating systems, 

the most important  characteristics of the system can now 

be seen as the following. 

1. New operating systems can be implemented as other 

programs without modification of the system nucleus. In  

this connection, we should mention that  the ALGOL and 

FORTRAN languages for the RC 4000 contain facilities for 

calling the nucleus and initiating parallel processes. Thus 

it is possible to write operating systems I in high-level lan- 

guages. 

2. Operating systems can be replaced dynamically, thus 

enabling an installation to switch among various modes of 

operation; several operating systems can, in fact, be active 

simultaneously. 

3. Standard programs and user programs can be 

executed under different operating systems without modi- 

fication, provided there is common agreement on the possi- 

ble communication between parents and children. 

8.  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The RC 4000 is a 24-bit, binary computer with typical 

instruction execution times of 4 microseconds [2]. I t  per- 

mits practically unlimited expansion of the internal store 

and standardized connection of all kinds of peripherals. 

Multiprogramming is facilitated by program interruption, 

storage protection, and privileged instructions. 

The present implementation of the system makes multi- 

programming feasible with a minimum store of 16K-32K 

words backed by  a fast drum or disk. The system nucleus 

includes external processes for a real-time clock, type- 

writers, paper tape input /output ,  line printer, magnetic 

tape, and files on the backing store. The size of the nucleus 

and the basic operating system is as follows: 

words 

primitives 2400 

code for external processes 1150 

process descriptions and buffers 1250 

system nucleus 4800 

basic operating system 1400 

6200 

The communication primitives are executed in the un- 

interruptable mode within the system nucleus. The execu- 

tion times of these set a limit to the system's response to 

real-time events: 

msec 

send message 0.6 

wait answer 0.4 

wait message 0.4 

send answer 0.6 

An analysis shows tha t  the 2 milliseconds required by a 

complete conversation (the sum of the four primitives) are 

used as follows: 

percent 
validity checking 25 

process activation 45 

message buffering 30 

This distribution is so even that  one cannot hope to in- 

crease the speed of the system by introducing additional, 

ad hoc machine instructions. The only realistic solution is 

to make the hardware faster. 

The  primitives for creation, start, stop, and removal of 

processes are implemented in an anonymous internal 

process within the system nucleus to avoid intolerably long 

periods in the uninterruptable mode. Typical execution 

times for these are: 

msec 

create process 3 

start  process 26 

stop process 4 

remove process 30 

(Continued on page 250) 
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Unix



File System Is Central

Ordinary files

Some arbitrary byte string

Directories

Map names to files (“linking”)

Start with one root directory

Include themselves (“.”) and parents (“..”)

Special files

To represent devices



File System Is Still Central

Removable file systems

“Mounted” at any point in the tree by overlaying regular file

Protection

Provided through read/write/execute permissions

For owner and all other users

Overridden through set-uid bit and super-user

Interface

open, read, write, seek, close

Implicit cursor, no locking



File System Implementation

Each directory entry maps name to file’s i-number

Index into i-list identifying i-node, which contains metadata 
and (indirect) pointers to data

Each application has table of open files (i-numbers)

Mount table maps i-numbers to devices



Processes

Created through fork()

Same core image and open files for parent and child

Execute programs through execute()

Communicate through pipe()

Wait for children through wait()

And terminate themselves through exit()



Shell Features

Standard I/O

May be redirected

Filters

Multi-tasking

Command files



Shell Implementation

Standard I/O

Open input/output devices before creation

Fork, then execute command, which inherits I/O files

Filters

Use pipes for standard I/O files

Multi-tasking

Do not wait for child

Command files

Redirect input into shell



So, What Made It Happen?

Design for interactive use

When everyone else focuses on batch processing

Keep it simple

Or, find “salvation through suffering”

Make the system self-hosting

Or, eat your own dog food

Really: Be smart and have fun

No deadlines, no interference from managers/marketers



Nucleus/Unix 
Smackdown



RC 4000 Nucleus vs. Unix

RC 4000 Nucleus wins

IPC (Inter-Process Communication)

Between any processes, asynchronous

Unix wins

Naming

One hierarchy with ability to mount new trees

File system

i-number and i-node organization

Shell

simple tools that can be easily composed


